
Modelling vases with glass tubes
Instructions No. 2704

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 3 Hours

These decorative and abstract vases are very easy to make yourself. They were modelled out of FIMO
and then coloured with different craft colours. A great decoration for the coming spring.

Vases from FIMO
First knead the modelling clay well and then roll it out thinly. Cut long, narrow strips. Use a glass tube to make a hole in each
one. Then clean the glass directly.

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/newsletter/


Now lay the strips sideways and shape them into the desired form. Carefully press the ends together and smooth the area
with a modelling tool. Let the mass dry like this. 

After the drying time, the vases can be smoothed with sandpaper. The holes for the test tubes can be enlarged a little with
the sandpaper if necessary. 

Paint the inside of the vases with craft paint. After drying, place the glass tubes and dried flowers.

Looking for another idea about modelling vases?
Idea 2723 - Styrofoam ring vase

Must Have

Modeling clay "FIMOair", 500 g, White

3,30 €
RRP 4,55 €
(1 kg = 6,60 €)

Video

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/styrofoam-ring-vase-t4246/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

510882-01 Modeling clay "FIMOair", 500 gWhite 1

593595 VBS Glass tubes for decoration, 5 pieces 1

511483 FIMO Acrylic Scooters 1

511148 FIMO Cutter 1

110457 VBS Modelling sticks 1

19643 VBS Craft paint set "Pastel poetry" 1

560085-89 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlStone Grey 1

16601 HillflowerNature 1

16856 Dried flowers "Phleum Pratensis" Pink 1

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/modeling-clay-fimoair-500-g-a17737/
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